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Abstract—In this paper, we propose a Trustworthy Service Evaluation (TSE) system to enable users to share service reviews in
service-oriented mobile social networks (S-MSNs). Each service provider independently maintains a TSE for itself, which collects and
stores users’ reviews about its services without requiring any third trusted authority. The service reviews can then be made available to
interested users in making wise service selection decisions. We identify three unique service review attacks, i.e., linkability, rejection,
and modification attacks, and develop sophisticated security mechanisms for the TSE to deal with these attacks. Specifically, the basic
TSE (bTSE) enables users to distributedly and cooperatively submit their reviews in an integrated chain form by using hierarchical and
aggregate signature techniques. It restricts the service providers to reject, modify, or delete the reviews. Thus, the integrity and
authenticity of reviews are improved. Further, we extend the bTSE to a Sybil-resisted TSE (SrTSE) to enable the detection of two
typical sybil attacks. In the SrTSE, if a user generates multiple reviews toward a vendor in a predefined time slot with different
pseudonyms, the real identity of that user will be revealed. Through security analysis and numerical results, we show that the bTSE
and the SrTSE effectively resist the service review attacks and the SrTSE additionally detects the sybil attacks in an efficient manner.
Through performance evaluation, we show that the bTSE achieves better performance in terms of submission rate and delay than a
service review system that does not adopt user cooperation.
Index Terms—Mobile social networks, trust evaluation, sybil attack, distributed system
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S

INTRODUCTION
ERVICE-ORIENTED mobile

social networks (S-MSNs) [1], [2],
[3] are emerging social networking platforms over which
one or more individuals are able to communicate with local
service providers using handheld wireless communication
devices such as smartphones. In the S-MSNs, service
providers (restaurants and grocery stores) offer locationbased services to local users and aim to attract the users by
employing various advertising approaches, for example,
sending e-flyers to the nearby passengers via wireless
connections. Unlike the global counterparts, the interests of
the local service providers are in serving the users in close
geographic vicinity because most users choose services
based on the comparison of the service quality and the
distance advantage. In the S-MSNs, to establish the trust
relations between the service providers and the users is
particularly important. With a higher reputation, a service
provider is more likely to be chosen by the users. However,
the S-MSNs are autonomous and distributed networks
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where no third trusted authority exists for bootstrapping
the trust relations. Therefore, for the users in the S-MSNs,
how to enable the trust evaluation of the service providers
is a challenging problem.
Trustworthy service evaluation (TSE) systems [4], [5]
enable service providers or any third trusted authority to
receive user feedback, known as service reviews or simply
reviews, such as compliments and complaints about their
services or products. By using the TSE, the service
providers learn the service experiences of the users and
are able to improve their service strategy in time. In
addition, the collected reviews can be made available to the
public, which enhances service advertising and assists the
users in making wise service selections. The TSE is often
maintained by a third trusted authority who is trusted to
host authentic reviews. Popular TSE can be found in webbased social networks such as Facebook and online stores
like eBay. They are important marketing tools for service
providers who target the global market. In this paper,
we move the TSE into the S-MSN settings. We require
service providers to maintain the TSE by themselves. In the
meantime, we consider the users participate in the TSE in a
cooperative manner. We will study possible malicious
behaviors conducted by the service providers and the
users. For ease of presentation, we refer to service
providers as vendors in the sequel.
We consider an S-MSN composed of static vendors and
mobile users that interconnect opportunistically. Each
vendor is equipped with a wireless communication device
that has a large storage space [4]. In the TSE, the vendor
stores and disseminates service information to the users.
Note that the adoption of the TSE is subject to vendors’ own
Published by the IEEE Computer Society
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decisions. However, the users expect to read comprehensive and authentic reviews of services, and this expectation
makes vendors who support the TSE appear more attractive
than the others.
Without in-network third trusted authorities in the SMSN, vendors are required to manage reviews for
themselves. This requirement brings unique security problems to the review submission process. For example,
vendors may reject or delete negative reviews and insert
forged positive ones, and the malicious users can leave false
negative reviews or drop the reviews from others to
decrease the reputation of some particular vendors. In the
design of the TSE for the S-MSN, security mechanisms must
be included to resist these attacks. Notorious sybil attacks
[5], [6], [7], [8] also cause huge damage to the effectiveness
of the TSE. The multiple pseudonym techniques [9] are
generally adopted in many distributed networking systems
for privacy preservation of the identities and locations of
users. On the one hand, users are able to frequently change
their pseudonyms to prevent the linkage of their behaviors
at different time/location. Their behavior cannot be tracked
and their personal information cannot be disclosed. As a
result, they are more willing to use mobile applications. On
the other hand, in trust systems like the TSE, if users abuse
their pseudonyms to leave reviews toward a vendor, the
reputation of the vendor can be easily increased or
decreased. Even if a trusted authority later identifies the
malicious behavior, the detection delay cannot be tolerated
in the TSE. It is necessary to tackle how to resist the sybil
attacks and guarantee both review integrity and review
authenticity in the design of the TSE for the S-MSN.
Our contributions can be summarized as follows: We
propose a basic trustworthy service evaluation (bTSE)
system and an extended Sybil-resisted TSE (SrTSE) system
for the S-MSNs. In both systems, no third trusted authorities
are involved, and the vendor locally maintains reviews left
by the users. The vendor initializes a number of tokens,
which are then circulated among the users to synchronize
their review submission processes. After being serviced by
a vendor, a user generates and submits a nonforgeable
review to the vendor. The user cannot proceed with the
review submission until it receives a token from the vendor.
If the review submission succeeds, the user will forward the
token to a nearby user who is wishing to submit a review to
the same vendor; otherwise, the user will forward both the
token and its own review to the receiver, expecting that
receiver user will cooperate and submit their reviews
together. During token circulation, a hierarchical signature
technique [10], [11] is adopted to specify and record each
forwarding step in the token, and a modified aggregate
signature technique [12] is employed to reduce token size.
Both signature techniques are also used during cooperative
review submission for reducing communication overhead
and improving review integrity. Specifically, we identify
three unique review attacks, i.e., review linkability attack,
review rejection attack, and review modification attack in
the bTSE. We also introduce two typical sybil attacks, which
cause huge damage to the bTSE. Under the sybil attacks, the
bTSE system cannot work as expected because a single user
can abuse the pseudonyms to generate multiple unlinkable
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false reviews in a short time. To resist such attacks, in the
SrTSE, the pseudonyms are embedded with a trapdoor; if
any user leaves multiple false reviews toward a vendor in a
predefined time slot, its real identity will be revealed to the
public. Through the security analysis and numerical results,
we show that both the bTSE and the extended SrTSE are
secure against the possible attacks. We further evaluate the
performance of the proposed bTSE in comparison with a
noncooperative (NCP) system that does not engage cooperative review submission. Simulation results indicate
that the bTSE achieves significantly (up to 100 percent)
higher submission rates (SRs) in the presence of the review
rejection attacks, and (up to 75 percent) lower submission
delays (SDs) in general than the NCP system, at the cost of
reasonable cooperation overhead.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 summarizes the related work in literature.
Section 3 defines the frequently-used notations, the network model, and the security model. The system details of
the bTSE and the SrTSE are presented in Section 4. The
security analysis on the review attacks and the sybil
attacks are given in Section 5. The numerical results of
detecting the sybil attacks are provided in Section 6. The
performance evaluation is shown in Section 7, respectively.
Section 8 finally concludes the paper.

2

RELATED WORK

Location-based services recently emerge as an imperative
need of mobile users. It can be integrated into various
types of networks to obtain promising applications while
their implementation has many outstanding and independent research issues, such as content delivery [13], service
discovery [14], security, and privacy problems [15]. Trust
evaluation of service providers is a key component to the
success of location-based services in a distributed and
autonomous network. Location-based services require a
unique and efficient way to impress the local users and
earn their trust so that the service providers can obtain
profits [16]. Rajan and Hosamani [17] used an extra
monitor deployed at the untrusted vendor’s site to
guarantee the integrity of the evaluation results. Wang
and Li [18] proposed a two-dimensional trust rating
aggregation approach to enable a small set of trust vectors
to represent a large set of trust ratings. Aydey and Fekri
[19] approached the trust management as an inference
problem and proposed a belief propagation algorithm to
efficiently compute the marginal probability distribution
functions representing reputation values. Das and Islam
[20] introduced a dynamic trust computation model to
cope with the strategically altering behavior of malicious
agents. In this paper, we enable mobile users to submit
their reviews to a system maintained by the local vendor,
where the reviews represent the evaluation results toward
the services of the vendor. Similar to [17], [20], we consider
the malicious behaviors by the vendor and the users
including the review attacks and the sybil attacks. Instead
of using an extra monitor device on the vendor’s site, we
explore user cooperation efforts and make use of efficient
cryptography-based techniques to increase SR, reduce SD,
and mitigate the effect of the malicious behaviors.
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Distributed systems are vulnerable to sybil attacks, where
an adversary manipulates bogus identities or abuse
pseudonyms to compromise the effectiveness of the
systems. For example, in the peer-to-peer networks,
Douceur [21] indicated that the sybil attacks can compromise the redundancy of distributed storage systems. In the
sensor networks, Karlof and Wagner [22] showed that
the sybil attacks can damage the routing efficiency.
Newsome et al. [6] proposed many defense mechanisms,
such as, radio resource testing, key validation for random
key predistribution, and position verification. In vehicular
ad hoc networks, Lu et al. [8] proposed an efficient
detection mechanism on double registration, which can be
conducted to mitigate the possible sybil attacks. The sybil
attacks in social networks have attracted great attention
recently [23], [24], [25]. In social networks, Wei et al. [25]
mentioned the existence of a trusted authority can mitigate
the effect of the sybil attacks, but they considered that such
requirements impose additional burdens on users which is
not acceptable. In this paper, we study the sybil attacks in
the S-MSNs, where the registered users can legally apply
for multiple pseudonyms and alternatively use the
pseudonyms for preserving their identity and location
privacy. In the meantime, the lack of the in-network third
trusted authority makes it very difficult to detect the sybil
attacks. We identify two typical types of the sybil attacks,
propose a sophisticated pseudonym design, and built the
SrTSE based on the bTSE [2] to resist the two sybil attacks.

3

NOTATIONS AND MODELS

In this section, we describe the network model and security
model where the TSE will be developed.

3.1 Network Model
An S-MSN contains multiple vendors offering different or
similar services to users. Because each vendor maintains
the TSE independently for itself, without loss of generality
we consider an S-MSN with a single vendor. There is no
third trusted authority in the network. For simplicity, the
vendor is assumed to offer a single service. However, the
TSE may be trivially extended to multivendor multiservice
scenarios by assigning unique identifiers to different
vendors and services.
The vendor is equipped with a wireless communication
device that has a large storage space. Each user has a
handheld device such as cell phone; the transmission range
of the device is the same for all users, and smaller than the
vendor’s transmission range. From a social perspective [26],
users spontaneously form different social groups based on
their common interests, termed as “attributes.” Suppose
that there are p social groups fg1 ; . . . ; gp g and  users
fu1 ; . . . ; u g. Let Au be the universal attribute set. Denote a
social group gh ’s attribute set by Ah (Ah  Au ) for
1  h  p. Every user uj belongs to at least one social
group. It inherits the attributes of the social groups
S that it
belongs to. Thus, the attribute set of uj is P j ¼ h2H Ah ,
where uj is a member of gh . The vendor (precisely, its
service) is also tagged by an attribute set V  Au . Each
group gh relies on a group authority ch for membership
management. ch has a public/private key pair ðpkh ; skh Þ,
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and publishes the public key to all users. A multiauthority
identity-based signature scheme [12] is used to implement
group membership. Note that ch is not a part of the
network, and the management of group membership is
performed offline. Every user uj has a private unique
identity idj . When it joins gh , ch verifies the validity of uj ’s
identity idj and assigns uj a number of randomly generated
pseudonyms pidj;h;1 ; pidj;h;2 ; . . . . These pseudonyms contain
the group information and can be linked to gh . Thus,
reviews are associated with pseudonyms, which in turn
belong to social groups. ch also sends uj a number of secret
keys pskj;h; , each corresponding to pidj;h; .

3.2 Security Model
Due to the lack of centralized control, the S-MSN is
vulnerable to various security threats. The group authorities
are trusted but not a part of the network. In the following,
we describe several malicious attacks that aim particularly
at the TSE.
Review attack 1. Review linkability attack is executed by
malicious users, who claim to be members of a specific
group, but disable the group authority to trace the review
back to its unique identity, thus breaking review linkability.
Review attack 2. Review rejection attack is launched by the
vendor when a user submits a negative review to it. In the
attack, the vendor drops the review silently without
responding to the submission request from the user, and
hides public opinions and mislead users.
Review attack 3. Review modification attack is performed
by the vendor toward locally stored review collections. The
vendor inserts forged complimentary reviews, or modifies/
deletes negative reviews in a review collection. Such attacks
aim at false advertising by breaking review integrity and
influencing user behaviors.
In addition, we consider attacks where legitimate users
generate false reviews. As reviews are subjective in nature,
it is difficult to determine whether the content of an
authentic review is false or not. However, the TSE must
prevent the sybil attacks, which subvert the system by
creating a large number of pseudonymous entities, using
them to gain a disproportionately large influence. Since the
TSE assigns multiple pseudonyms to a registered user, the
sybil attacks can easily happen in the TSE as follows:
Sybil attack 1. Such an attack is launched by malicious
users: One registered user leaves multiple reviews toward a
vendor in a time slot, where the reviews are false and
negative to the service.
Sybil attack 2. Such an attack is launched by malicious
vendors with colluded users: A malicious vendor asks one
registered user to leave multiple reviews toward itself in a
time slot, where the reviews are positive to the service.
The above two sybil attacks produce inaccurate information, which is unfair to either vendors or users, and disrupt
the effectiveness of the TSE. The linkability of reviews
ensures that the reviews can be linked to real identities by
the group authorities. However, the group authorities are
not part of the network, and the detection of the sybil
attacks by the group authorities is inefficient and probably
with huge delay. To this end, we propose another security
mechanism to effectively resist the sybil attacks by
restricting each user to generate only one review toward a
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Fig. 1. Basic review structures.
Fig. 2. A hybrid review structure.

vendor in a predefined time slot. If any user generates two
or more than two reviews with different pseudonyms
toward a vendor in a time slot, its real identity will be
exposed to the public.
Note that, restricting the number of reviews per each
user in a time slot can limit the sybil attacks. However, any
user can still generate false reviews using multiple
pseudonyms for different time slots, and the reviews
cannot be linked immediately. Since reviews are linked to
the social groups, false reviews will damage group
reputation in a long run. Group reputation can, therefore,
be taken as a weighting factor for the reviews generated by
the group members. To further mitigate the effect by the
false reviews, users may also make their service selection
decisions based on the group reputation.

4

THE DESIGN OF TSE

We present the bTSE based on the above-defined models. In
the bTSE, a user, after being serviced by the vendor, submits
a review to the vendor, which then stores the review in its
local repository. The review consists of two parts: ð; Þ,
where  is the review content and  the signature proving
the authenticity of the content. Review submission may
need cooperations from other users; the user forwards its
review to a nearby user who wants to submit a review to the
same vendor and expects that user to submit their reviews
together. User cooperation increases SR and reduces SD at
the cost of additional transmission efforts.
During review submission, data integrity, authenticity,
and nonrepudiation can be obtained by directly applying
traditional cryptography techniques such as hashing and
digital signature on review content. As these techniques are
widely discussed, we do not detail them here. However, it
is challenging to resist the three review attacks and the two
sybil attacks introduced in Section 3.2.

4.1 Structured Reviews
In the bTSE, reviews are structured to reflect their adjacency
(i.e., submission order) through user cooperation. As such,
vendors simply rejecting or modifying reviews will break
the integrity of the review structure, thus being detected by
the public. Consider a collection of n reviews received by a
vendor v. We define four basic review structures (as
illustrated in Fig. 1) and indicate vendors’ review modification capabilities corresponding to them.
In Fig. 1a, reviews appear as discrete points, meaning
that they are submitted separately and independent of each
other. This independence gives the vendor maximum
capability of manipulating the n reviews, and its modification capability is therefore OðnÞ. A logarithm modification
capability is shown in Fig. 1b, where the reviews are

presented in a tree-like structure. In this scenario, v is able to
delete any single review corresponding to the leaf node, and
the number of such reviews is Oðlog nÞ. Figs. 1c and 1d
exhibit a chain structure and a ring structure. They,
respectively, lead to constant Oð1Þ and zero modification
capabilities. Clearly, the strength of the modification
capabilities follows the order of OðnÞ > Oðlog nÞ > Oð1Þ > 0.
To form a ring structure requires extensive cooperation
efforts from users, i.e., the first user that submitted a review
must be aware of the pseudonyms of the users who are
going to submit reviews subsequently. Such an assumption
in the decentralized S-MSN is unrealistic. Therefore, in the
bTSE, we adopt a hybrid structure (chain and ring), as
shown in Fig. 2, to limit the modification capability of the
vendor below Oð1Þ. Because this structure has a chain as its
skeleton, in the sequel we refer to it as “chain” for ease of
our presentation.

4.2 Synchronization Tokens
The chain structure requires reviews to be submitted
sequentially. The bTSE uses a token technique to synchronize review submission. The vendor spontaneously initializes a number of tokens and issues them to distinct users,
one per user. The tokens will then be circulated among
users according to their local decision on token forwarding. A user cannot submit a review unless it currently
holds one of the tokens. A token may be lost due to user
mobility or malicious dropping. The vendor considers a
token lost if it has not received any review submission
associated to the token for a predefined maximum time
duration exp . It replaces lost tokens with new ones so as to
maintain a constant number of active tokens and stable
system performance.
Each token leads to an independent review chain. The
vendor’s review modification capability is proportional to
the number of review chains. The more review chains, the
less trustworthy the reviews from users’ viewpoint. Thus,
the vendor has the motivation to keep the token number as
small as possible. On the other hand, there should
be sufficient tokens to avoid token starvation problem,
where some user never obtains a token to leave its review.
In Section 7, we will study the impact of token number on
the system performance.
A user, when having a review to submit, transmits a
token request message. After receiving the request, a nearby
user currently holding a token or the vendor (if having a
spare token) may send the token to the requesting user. The
requesting user accepts the first arrived valid token and
replies with an ACK message. For other received tokens, it
replies with a RETURN message, indicating that it no
longer needs a token. The token request, ACK and RETURN
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messages are signed by senders using (pseudonym) secret
keys, which are nonforgeable. Token forwarding happens
toward one user at a time; successfully forwarded tokens
(replied with ACKs) are no longer passed to any other user.
Transmission retrials may be made up to a maximum
number of times to tolerate communication failure.
The vendor maintains a token-pseudonym (TP) list. In
this list, each token is linked to a pseudonym that belongs to
a user who most recently submitted a review using the
token. The list is updated whenever the vendor receives a
new review, and is periodically broadcasted to all users in
the vendor’s transmission range. Once a token’s information is published, the vendor cannot simply remove the
token from the TP list because any modification to the list
will cause inconsistency with previously published information and be noticed by the public. A user having a token
will forward the token, after using it, to a randomly selected
neighboring user who is wishing to submit a review. Below,
we explain token structure and how a token is forwarded
among users.
Consider three users u1 ; u2 , and u3 , with u1 neighboring
u2 , and u2 neighboring u3 . They are, respectively, members
of groups g1 ; g2 ; g3 and have obtained pseudonyms
pid1;1; ; pid2;2; ; pid3;3; from the corresponding group authorities. The vendor initializes a token with an identifier tok. It
generates a public/private key pair ðpkt ; skt Þ for tok and
publishes the public key pkt . Suppose that it intends to issue
the token to u1 . Then, the token initially is a signature
1 ¼ Signskt ðg1 kpid1;1; kT Þ, where T is current time stamp.
We denote this initial version 1 by tok1 . It implies that u1 is
the first user who can submit a review and must submit the
review using pseudonym pid1;1; . The pseudonym pid1;1; is
exposed to the vendor by ui .
After submitting a review using tok1 and pid1;1; , u1
updates tok1 to tok2 and passes tok2 to u2 as a response to
u2 ’s token request. The updated version tok2 is ðP F1 ; 2 ¼
Signpsk1;1; ðg2 kpid2;2; kT1 ÞÞ, where P F1 ¼ ðg1 ; pid1;1; ; 1 Þ is
the token forwarding proof of u1 . Note that, ðpkt ;
tok; pid1;1; Þ is currently included in the TP list. Suppose
that tok2 is the first token received by u2 . u2 does the
following: validate tok2 by checking the authenticity of P F1
using signatures 1 and 2 , check if the user with pid1;1;
is the one that lastly forwards tok (by looking at the TP
list), send an ACK to u1 , submit its review using tok2
and pid2;2; , and update tok2 to tok3 ¼ ðP F1 ; P F2 ; 3 ¼
Signpsk2;2; ðg3 kpid3;3; kT2 ÞÞ, where P F2 ¼ ðg2 ; pid2;2; ; 2 Þ, and
send tok3 to u3 .
The token forwarding process is repeated among users
until tok expires or is brought out of the network. tok is
always in the form of ðfP Fx ¼ ðpidx;; ; x Þgx2X ; y Þ where
ux has forwarded the token and uy the receiver user. It
includes the hierarchical signatures that define the order
of review submission and organizes submitted reviews in
a chain structure. Note that malicious token drop is
handled by the vendor through token replacement, as
discussed previously.
Reducing token size by signature aggregation. We introduce
an aggregate signature technique within multiple-authority
settings, which is a variant of the scheme presented in [12].
This technique aggregates the signatures of different users
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Fig. 3. Review generation and submission.

from different social groups, and the signatures can be on
different messages. By this technique, the signatures in a
token can be aggregated, and the token size, thus the
communication cost can be reduced. The aggregate signature technique will also be used for review aggregation in
the next section, and the associated Sign and V erify
functions will be instantiated as explained below.
Let G
G and G
GT be two cyclic additive groups with the
same order q, and e : G
GG
G!G
GT be a bilinear pairing
[29]. P is a generator of G
G. A group authority ch picks a
random sh 2 ZZ=qZZ and sets Qh ¼ sh P . It also chooses
G, and
two cryptographic hash functions H1 : f0; 1g ! G
H2 : f0; 1g ! ZZ=qZZ.
Key generation. A user uj if registering to a group
authority chj will receive a bunch of pseudonym secret
keys corresponding to randomly generated pseudonyms
pidj;hj ; . Within a social group, the pseudonyms are never
repeatedly assigned to users. The pseudonym secret keys
pskj;hj ; ¼ ðkj;0 ; kj;1 Þ, where kj;0 ¼ shj Pj;0 ¼ shj H1 ðpidj;hj ; k0Þ
and kj;1 ¼ shj Pj;1 ¼ shj H1 ðpidj;hj ; k1Þ.
Signing. uj generates a string as str ¼ ‘‘v’’, where v
represents the identity of the vendor. Note that, all tokens
are toward a specific vendor at a time period t. Therefore,
the string can be obtained by other similar users. The
signature on mj will be j ¼ Signpskj;hj ; ðmj Þ ¼ ðstr; Sj ; Rj Þ
Sj ¼ rj Ps þ kj;0 þ j kj;1 and Rj ¼ rj P ;

ð1Þ

where Ps ¼ H1 ðstrÞ, j ¼ H2 ðmj ; pidj;hj ; ; strÞ, and rj is
randomly chosen from ZZ=qZZ.
Aggregation. Multiple signatures with the common str
can be aggregated. Consider j ¼ ðstr; Sj ; Rj Þ for 1  j  n
are the signatures with common string str. The aggregated
signature agg ¼ ðstr; Sagg ; Ragg Þ can be obtained, where
Sagg ¼ nj¼1 Sj and Ragg ¼ nj¼1 Rj .
Verification. Consider agg ¼ ðstr; Sagg ; Ragg Þ is the aggregated signature for fðstr; Sj ; Rj Þ1jn g. The function
V erifyðpid1;h1 ; k    kpidn;hn ; ; m1 k    kmn ; agg Þ outputs 1 if
the following condition holds; 0 otherwise
?

eðSagg ; P Þ ¼ eðRagg ; Ps Þ  nj¼1 eðH1 ðpidj;hj ; k0Þ
þ j H1 ðpidj;hj ; k1Þ; Qhj Þ;

ð2Þ

where j ¼ H2 ðmj ; pidj;hj ; ; strÞ. A user will only use pidj;hj ;
to generate a review on mj for v only once to resist
existential forgery attack [28].

4.3 Review Generation and Submission
Review generation and submission involve multiple steps as
shown in Fig. 3. Review generation does not rely on tokens,
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which gives users flexibility to generate review. Consider a
user uj who just received a token tok from a nearby user uw
with pseudonym pidw;; . It checks if the received tok is
valid. This validation step has two perspectives: 1) to ensure
that tok is indeed originated from the vendor and has been
properly forwarded in the past; 2) to ensure that tok is sent
by the user who lastly used it. The first goal can be realized
by using the public key pkt of the vendor and the forwarder
information (including secrets, pseudonyms, and time
stamps) embedded in tok. The second one can be achieved
by checking if the association ðtok; pidw;; Þ exists in the latest
TP list provided by the vendor.
During token forwarding, a token is supposed to be
passed to only one user that is wishing to submit a review
to the same vendor. When multiple such users are present, a
random selection can be made. In case that the token is
passed to multiple users, whether accidentally (due to the
failure in transmitting ACK message) or intentionally, the
vendor will only accept the first subsequently submitted
review using the token. With the second check on the TP list
during token validation, the other users holding the token
will find that the token is no longer valid and then try to
find a new token to submit their reviews.
After confirming that tok is valid, uj separates the
attached review REVw from tok. It checks the authenticity of
REVw . It is able to do so because uw ’s pseudonym pidw;; is
included in tok. If REVw is invalid, uj will discard it. After
the review authenticity check, uj generates its own review
revj . Denote the review content by j . Suppose that uj will
use the pseudonym pidj;h; from social group gh for the
review generation, and set Tj to current time which is larger
than all the time stamps embedded in tok. It computes
j ¼ Signpskj;h; ðj kvkTj Þ
revj ¼ hgh ; pidj;h; ; j ; v; Tj ; j i.

ð3Þ

The signature j can be verified by checking V erifyðpidj;h; ;
?
j kvkTj ; j Þ ¼ 1 (see the previous section for the details of
functions Sign and V erify). The receiver then knows that
revj is indeed generated by a user from gh at time Tj , not
forged by the vendor or a user from a different group.
Having generated revj , uj aggregates it with REVw (by the
signature aggregation technique in Section 4.2) and submits
the aggregated reviews REVj (REVj ¼ revj if REVw ¼ null)
together with tok to the vendor. The vendor checks the
validity of REVj and tok, and broadcast the updated TP list.
Review aggregation is the same process as signature
aggregation during token forwarding. Review aggregation
has two advantages: 1) it effectively resists the review
attacks; 2) it largely reduces the communication overhead.
Note that uj is unable to forge a review of uw because it
cannot obtain any pseudonym secret key pskw;; , and uj is
unable to replace the review with any other review received
from uw in the past because time stamp is used to prevent
review replay. Direct replacement can be easily detected
and rejected by the vendor. Further, uj cannot forward the
token without submitting REVw and/or revj because the
token records the forwarding history and the vendor will
detect the review missing when it later receives the token as
part of a review submission made by another user.
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After submitting REVj and tok to the vendor, uj checks
the updated TP list from the vendor. An unsuccessful
submission can be due to communication failure or review
rejection. To tolerate communication failure, a number of
submission retrials can be made before drawing a submission failure conclusion. Upon receiving the updated TP list,
uj will check which pseudonym tok is related to in the list. If
tok is related to pidj;h; , meaning that uj have successfully
submitted REVj , uj will forward tok to a nearby user as
described in the previous section. If tok is still related to
pidw;; , meaning that uj ’s submission failed, uj will resort
for cooperative submission by sending tok and REVj
together to a nearby user that is requesting for a token. If
tok is related to a different pseudonym, implying that uw
must have sent the token to multiple users and uj ’s
submission failed, uj will try to find a new token from
nearby users and submit REVj using it.

4.4 Sybil Attack Detection
We further extend the bTSE to a Sybil-resisted TSE, named
SrTSE, which effectively prevents the sybil attacks.
Sybil Attacks. In Section 3.2, we define two types of sybil
attacks: The sybil attack 1 is launched by a group of
registered users. They aim at telling other users the bad
service from a vendor while the service of the vendor is
good. With the valid registration, these malicious users are
able to leave false reviews toward a specific vendor. Even
realizing the reviews are not in accord with the service, the
vendor cannot simply delete or reject the reviews. If
the vendor does, users will detect such behavior and regard
the vendor as a dishonest service provider. Besides, the
sybil attack 2 is launched by a vendor and a group of
registered users. They aim at raising the reputation of the
service from a vendor while the service of the vendor is not
that good. The reviews generated by these malicious users
cannot be distinguished from other reviews by wellbehaving users. In the bTSE, every user receives multiple
pseudonyms and the corresponding secret keys. For
example, uj has pidj;h;1 ; pidj;h;2 ; . . . in social group gh . Since
these pseudonyms are random numbers and cannot be
linked by anyone except group authorities, uj can use
pidj;h;1 ; pidj;h;2 ; . . . to generate multiple reviews toward a
vendor for a short time period. In addition, uj can form the
false reviews in chain structure or ring structure. Therefore,
from the perspective of other users, they cannot tell if these
reviews are from the same user or not.
SrTSE. In the SrTSE, we introduce a novel solution to
prevent the two sybil attacks. In the S-MSN, we consider
that a user has no need to generate multiple reviews toward
a vendor in a short time period. The SrTSE allows a user to
leave only one review toward a vendor for a predefined
time slot. If a user generates multiple reviews with the same
pseudonyms, the linkability of the reviews can be easily
verified by the public; if a user generates multiple reviews
with different pseudonyms toward a vendor in a time slot,
its real identity will be exposed to the public. To achieve the
above properties, we modify the pseudonym generation
and the signature scheme of the bTSE.
Let G
G and G
GT be two cyclic additive groups with the
same order q, and e : G
GG
G!G
GT be a bilinear pairing
[29]. P ; Q are two generators of G
G. A group authority ch
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picks a random sh 2 ZZ=qZZ and sets Qh ¼ sh P . It also
G,
chooses two cryptographic hash functions H1 : f0; 1g ! G
and H2 : f0; 1g ! ZZ=qZZ.
Consider a user uj registers to the social group gh in the
SrTSE. Then, uj obtains the following values:
pidj;hj ; , a published random number.
aj; ¼ H2 ðpidj;hj ; Þ þ idj , where idj is the real identity of uj , and  is a coefficient in ZZ=qZZ.
. bj; ¼ ðr P ; sh Q þ r H1 ðaj; r P kpidj;hj ; ÞÞ, where r is
a random number. This is a signature on aj; r P by
the group authority ch .
For multiple random numbers pidj;hj ; , uj obtains multiple tuples ðpidj;hj ; ; aj; ; bj; Þ from ch . Then, uj regards pidj;hj ;
as the pseudonym and pskj;hj ; ¼ aj; as the secret key. uj
generates a signature on message mj as follows:
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TABLE 1
Security of the Proposed Systems

.
.

.
.

uj calculates aj; H1 ðmj Þ.
uj generates a random number r 2 ZZ=qZZ, and
outputs a signature j ¼ ðpidj;hj ; ; j;1 ; j;2 ; j;3 ; j;4 Þ,
where
j;1 ¼ aj; H1 ðmj Þ,j;2 ¼ aj; r P ,j;3 ¼ r P ,j;4
¼ sh Q þ r H1 ðaj; r P kr P kpidj;hj ; Þ:

If an entity receives j , it checks if

Aggregate signature in the SrTSE. The signature aggregation plays an important role in the bTSE because it largely
reduces the communication overhead. We will also explore
the possible aggregation scheme for the newly developed
signatures in the SrTSE. Observing the modified signature
scheme, the pseudonyms and the corresponding secret keys
have to be equipped with a trapdoor such that other entity
(not group authority) is able to recover the real identity of
the sybil attacker. Therefore, the aggregation on signatures
becomes more difficult. From the verification Step 1 and
Step 2, we can see that j;1 ; j;2 , and j;3 cannot be aggregated
because j;2 and j;3 have to be individually input in the
hash function and j;1 is paired with different j;3 every
time. ButQ
j;4 from different users can be aggregated in the
form of j j;4 because it is always paired with P . The
verification on the aggregate signature is changed to
!
Y
Y
e
j;4 ; P ¼ eðQ; Qh Þ
eðH1 ðj;2 kpidj;hj ; Þ; j;3 Þ:
j

?

eðj;4 ; P Þ ¼ eðQ; Qh ÞeðH1 ðj;2 kj;3 kpidj;hj ; Þ; j;3 Þ
?

and eðj;1 ; j;3 Þ ¼ eðH1 ðmj Þ; j;2 Þ. Note that, ðj;3 ; j;4 Þ is a
signature generated by the group authority ch because sh is
the secret key only known to ch . From Step 1, the
authenticity of j;2 and pidj;hj ; can be guaranteed. In
addition, from Step 2, if the equality holds, it is publicly
verified that uj knows the value aj; . In fact, we build our
signature scheme based on identity-based signature [29]
and short signature [30].
Sybil attack detection. For each review, we require users to
sign on mj ¼ vkt where v is the vendor’s name and t is the
time slot. If users do not output the signature on mj , its
review will not be accepted by the public. We consider a
sybil attack launched by uj who generate two reviews with
two different pseudonyms pidj;hj ;1 and pidj;hj ;2 . If both
reviews are authentic, they must contain both aj;1 H1 ðmj Þ
and aj;2 H1 ðmj Þ which can be accessed by the public. Thus,
the public is able to calculate T r ¼ idj H1 ðmj Þ from
aj;1 ¼ H2 ðpidj;hj ;1 Þ þ idj , aj;2 ¼ H2 ðpidj;hj ;2 Þ þ idj ,

ð4Þ

because
idj ¼

aj;1 H2 ðpidj;hj ;2 Þ  aj;2 H2 ðpidj;hj ;1 Þ
.
H2 ðpidj;hj ;2 Þ  H2 ðpidj;hj ;1 Þ

ð5Þ

To recover the real identity of the sybil attacker, any entity
calculates T r0 ¼ idH1 ðmj Þ for every possible id and tests if
?
T r0 ¼ T r. The entity outputs the recovered identity id, upon
satisfaction of the above equation.
Note that, similar to [10], [11], the vendors or the users
can precalculate values idH1 ðmj Þ for every possible identity,
and then, they just need to check the equality between T r
and these values. Within a constant time, the real identity of
the sybil attacker can be revealed.

j

4.5 Summary of bTSE and SrTSE
We have proposed two trustworthy service evaluation
systems: One considers the review attacks only and the
other one considers both the review attacks and the sybil
attacks. In the following, we summarize the efficiency and
security properties of these two systems. We also consider
the NCP system, where pseudonyms are employed and the
reviews are individually submitted by users. Let “L, R, M,
S, S_t1, S_r1, S_tk, and S_rk” denote “review linkability
attacks, review rejection attacks, review modification
attacks, sybil attacks, the size of signature on one token,
the size of signature on one review, the size of kaggregated signatures on tokens, the size of k-aggregated
signatures on reviews, respectively. Let “Y, N” denote
“resist, not resist,” respectively.
From the above the security comparisons in Table 1, it
can be seen that both the bTSE and the SrTSE outperforms
the NCP system in terms of security. Moreover, the bTSE
resists “L,” “R,” and “M,” while the SrTSE additionally
resists “S.”
We also give the analysis of communication overhead in
the above Table 1. We do not count the sizes of messages
and the common strings because their sizes are negligible
compared to the signatures. From the Table 1, both bTSE
and SrTSE have very efficient review and token generation
due to the signature aggregation. To resist the sybil attacks,
SrTSE employs a trapdoor in the pseudonym, which leads to
a linearly increasing size in review generation of the SrTSE.

5

SECURITY ANALYSIS

In this section, we focus on the sybil attacks. The security
analysis of review attacks can be found in [2]. To resist the
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sybil attacks, we need to prove that the SrTSE satisfies the
following two properties:
P1. If a user leaves two or more false reviews with
different pseudonyms toward a vendor in a time
slot, its real identity can be derived by the vendor
and other users.
. P2. If a user leaves only one review toward a vendor
in a time slot, its real identity can be protected.
We first consider the property P1 of the SrTSE. We
consider a malicious user uj generates two false reviews
that include two signatures on mj . The two pseudonyms
are different. From the signature, j;1 can be obtained. If
both signatures are valid, the relations of j;1 , j;2 , and j;3
can be verified. Since j;2 and j;3 are included in the
message of j;4 , their authenticity can also be verified.
From the two reviews, anyone can obtain aj;1 H1 ðmj Þ and
aj;2 H1 ðmj Þ, and derive
.

idj H1 ðmj Þ ¼

H2 ðpidj;hj ;2 Þaj;1  H2 ðpidj;hj ;1 Þaj;2
 H1 ðmj Þ: ð6Þ
H2 ðpidj;hj ;2 Þ  H2 ðpidj;hj ;1 Þ

Fig. 4. Efforts on detecting the sybil attack.

calculation for any pair of the received reviews. That means,
the maximum number of calculation is ðy2 Þ. We denote the
number of calculations needed to filter all the false reviews
by C1 ðx; yÞð ðy2 ÞÞ. In fact, if two reviews have been
identified to be associated with the attacker, all the rest
false reviews can be easily identified by comparing them
with the detected false reviews. Thus, the expected value of
C1 ðx; yÞ is calculated by
yx
x
ðy  1 þ C1 ðx; y  1ÞÞ þ ðy  1Þ
y
y
yx
C1 ðx; y  1Þ:
¼y1þ
y

C1 ðx; yÞ ¼

ð7Þ

By executing the equality checks, the real identity idj of uj
will be determined. Note that,  is determined by the group
authorities. Different groups generate different . We
consider the used two pseudonyms pidj;hj ;1 and pidj;hj ;2
are from the same social group. We can further require a
trusted third authority to coordinate all the group
authorities to generate the same  for one user, and then
the sybil attacks using two pseudonyms from different
groups can be resisted.
We then consider the property P2 of the SrTSE. From a
signature j , the real identity can be disclosed from aj;
which is contained in j;1 ¼ aj; H1 ðmj Þ and j;2 ¼ aj; r P .
Denote H1 ðmj Þ ¼ r0 P . Thus, we have two values j;1 ¼
ðH2 ðpidj;hj ; Þ þ idÞr0 P and j;2 ¼ ðH2 ðpidj;hj ; Þ þ idÞr P . If
multiple signatures with different pseudonyms are generated toward different mj by uj , we can obtain:

In the above equation, yx
and xy represent the
y
probabilities of choosing a valid review and a false
review, respectively. If a valid review is chosen, we need
to do y  1 calculations between the chosen review with
the rest y  1 reviews and C1 ðx; y  1Þ calculations among
y  1 reviews. If a false review is chosen, we need to do
the first y  1 calculations and then all the false reviews
will be detected. Similarly, we further derive the number
of calculations C2 ðx1 ; x2 ; yÞ in case of two malicious users,
as shown in (8), where x1 and x2 represent the numbers
of false reviews of two malicious users, respectively. We
have x1 þ x2  y.
For the initial values, we have C1 ðx; xÞ ¼ x  1, C2 ð0; x2 ;
y  x1 Þ ¼ C1 ðx2 ; y  x1 Þ and

ðH2 ðpidj;hj ;1 Þ þ idj Þr01 P ,ðH2 ðpidj;hj ;1 Þ

C2 ðx1 ; 0; y  x2 Þ ¼ C1 ðx1 ; y  x2 Þ:

þ idj Þr1 P ,ðH2 ðpidj;hj ;2 Þ
þ idj Þr02 P ,ðH2 ðpidj;hj ;2 Þ
þ idj Þr2 P ,   
Since ðr01 ; r1 ; r02 ; r2 ; . . .Þ are independent and unknown to the
public. The random number  cannot be removed by the
linear combination of these values. Therefore, the real
identity idj is always anonymized by , and thus idj is
protected.

6

NUMERICAL RESULTS

The SrTSE can resist the sybil attack, i.e., the sybil attack can
be detected without the involvement of the group authorities. In the following, we study the performance of the
SrTSE under the sybil attack. We will evaluate how much
computation costs needed to detect the false reviews by the
sybil attack. We first consider the case of a single malicious
user in the SrTSE. The sybil attacker generates x false
reviews toward the vendor in time slot t using its x different
pseudonyms. The vendor totally receives y reviews in time
slot t (y  x). From (6), the vendor needs to do every

If x1 þ x2 ¼ y, C2 ðx1 ; x2 ; yÞ ¼ y  2 þ 2xy1 x2
y  x1  x2
C1 ðx1 ; x2 ; y  1Þ
y
x1
x2
þ C2 ð0; x2 ; y  x1 Þ þ C2 ðx1 ; 0; y  x2 Þ:
y
y

C2 ðx1 ; x2 ; yÞ ¼ y  1 þ

ð8Þ

Then, we plot C1 ðx; yÞ and C2 ðx1 ; x2 ; yÞ and C2 ðx; yÞ in
terms of x, y, x1 , and y1 , respectively, as shown in Fig. 4.
From Fig. 4a, in case of one malicious user, it can be seen
that the number of calculations almost increases linearly as
the number of received reviews increases. When more
reviews received at the vendor, more calculation efforts are
needed to find the false reviews. Moreover, when the
number of false reviews increases, the calculation efforts
can be reduced because the probability of finding a false
review is larger. From Figs. 4b and 4c, we can observe that
when the number of false reviews decreases or the number
of received reviews increases, the number of calculations to
detect all false reviews increases. Note that when x1 ¼ x2 ¼
15 and y ¼ 30, the number of calculations is 43. In this case,
30 reviews are all false reviews, and 43 calculations are
needed on average to detect them. The reason is that the
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Fig. 5. Candidate positions for placing the vendor.

calculations cannot detect any false reviews when the two
reviews are separately from two users.

7

PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the bTSE
through trace-based custom simulations. We choose to
compare the bTSE with a NCP system, where each user
directly submits its review to the vendor without any
synchronization constraint (use of tokens). We use the
following three performance metrics:
.

.

SR. It is defined as the ratio of the number of
successfully submitted reviews to the total number
of generated reviews in the network.
SD. It is defined as the average duration between the
time when a review is generated and the time when
it is successfully received by the vendor.

7.1 Simulation Setup
We use the real trace log [31] obtained from pedestrian
runners to generate user mobility. According to the log,
100 users are randomly scattered in a 1;000  1;000 m2
square region and move at random velocities with a mean
value of 1 m=s. The log records user location changes in
successive 900 time slots. We divide the region into a 10 
10 grid, where each cell is a square of side length 100 m.
We create a circle of radius 50 m around each grid point.
There are 121 circles. The areas enclosed by these circles
are called spots and shown in Fig. 5b. No two spots
overlap. We analyze the trace log and found 10 hotspots, as
follows: Let dm;n denote the number of users in spot am at
time n, where integers m 2 ½1; 121 and n 2 ½1;
P900 . We sort
the spots in an descending order by dm ¼ 900
n¼1 dm;n , and
choose the top ten spots as hotspots. Fig. 5 shows the
population density dm of the spots and highlights the
selected hotspots, which are the candidate places to host
the vendor.
We define a universal attribute set of 50 elements. The
set is known by all users. Users are organized into
10 social groups, each being tagged with five random
attributes. Each user has a membership with 1-5 random
social groups, that is, it may have 5-25 attributes,
inherited from the belonged social groups. The vendor
(precisely, its service) has three random attributes. If a
user shares a common attribute with the vendor, it will be
interested in the vendor (service). For simplicity, we do
not implement users random state transition from “not

Fig. 6. Performance evaluation of TSE.

interested” to “interested” caused by the recommendation
from its friends. Each user has a transmission range of
80 m. The vendor has a transmission range equal to its SR.
A user interested in the vendor wishes to submit a review
to the vendor when it enters the vendor’s service range
for the first time. Direct review submission is possible
only when the vendor is within the user’s transmission
range. As the trace log covers a small region and a small
period time, we do not implement the token timeout
interval exp (see Section 4.2).
We conduct two sets of simulations under the situations
with/without the review rejection attacks (R). We vary SR
between 150 and 300 m, and token number TN between 1
and 10. As analyzed in Section 5, the bTSE resists the review
linkability and modification attacks through cryptography
techniques and specially designed review structure, and
mitigates review rejection attack through cooperative review submission. The first two attacks have no influence on
review submission. In our simulation study, we are,
therefore, interested only in the impact of review rejection
attack on the system performance. Each review is a value
ranged in ½0; 1 . A review is negative if its value is lower
than 0.5. The vendor performs review rejection action by
rejecting all negative reviews. When multiple reviews are
aggregated and submitted together, the vendor accepts
them all if their average value is no less than 0.5, or rejects
them all otherwise. We place the vendor at the centers of the
10 hotspots in turn and conduct 50 simulation runs for each
placement. Using the total 500 simulation runs, we obtain
the average results to be analyzed in the next section.

7.2 Simulation Results
7.2.1 Under No Review Rejection Attack
We first study the system performance in relation with SR
from Figs. 6a and 6b. When SR goes up, the number of users
who enter the service range and, thus, generate reviews
increases. Recall that each user has a transmission range
much smaller than SR. In the NCP system, users have to
move close enough to the vendor to submit their reviews.
Hence, the system shows a decreasing SR and increasing SD
with SR. In the bTSE, review submission is constrained by
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token possession in addition to user-to-vendor distance on
one hand. On the other hand, cooperative review submission is triggered when direct submission is not possible. The
interplay of the two factors renders the bTSE exhibiting a
performance trend similar to the NCP system’s in SR and
SD as SR varies. From Fig. 6b, the bTSE has lower SD than
the NCP system, up to 75 percent lower.
We then look at how TN impacts the system performance.
Intuitively, when TN goes up, users have increased opportunity to submit reviews, leading to raised system performance. This intuition is confirmed by the results in Figs. 6a
and 6b. We observe an arguable phenomenon: SR and delay
both stabilize after TN is beyond certain value. In the case of
SR ¼ 150, it occurs after TN ¼ 20 and is, however, not shown
here. The reason for this phenomenon is as follows: When
there are more tokens circulating in the network, initially
users can easily get tokens and submit their reviews. Recall
that users no longer participate in the review system once
their reviews are submitted to the vendor or forwarded to
others. Over time, the network of participating users becomes
sparse, and these users have less chance to receive a token due
to decreased network density.

7.2.2 Under Review Rejection Attack
Figs. 6c and 6d show the performance comparison of the
bTSE and the NCP system when the vendor launches the
review rejection attack. We observe that the NCP system
has a performance drop ð>25 percent) in SR. Indeed, it is
not equipped with any security mechanism against the
attack and suffers performance degradation. SD does not
shown any noticeable change because only direct submission is engaged in the NCP system and only successfully
submitted reviews are considered during delay calculation.
Compared with the case of no review rejection attack, the
bTSE only has slightly reduced (<10 percent smaller) SR
and nearly unchanged SD thanks to the user cooperation
and review aggregation mechanisms. The bTSE achieves
significantly higher SR than the NCP system, up to
100 percent. These simulation results indicate that the bTSE
can effectively resist the review rejection attack.

8

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we have proposed a TSE system for S-MSNs.
The system engages hierarchical signature and aggregate
signature techniques to transform independent reviews into
structured review chains. This transformation involves
distributed user cooperation, which improves review
integrity and significantly reduces vendors’ modification
capability. We have presented three review attacks and
shown that the bTSE can effectively resist the review attacks
without relying on a third trusted authority. We have also
considered the notorious sybil attacks and demonstrated
that such attacks cause huge damage to the bTSE. We have
subsequently modified the construction of pseudonyms and
the corresponding secret keys in the bTSE, and obtained a
SrTSE system. The SrTSE allows users to leave only one
review toward a vendor in a predefined time slot. If
multiple reviews with different pseudonyms from one user
are generated, the real identity will be disclosed to the
public. Security analysis and numerical results show the
effectiveness of the SrTSE to resist the sybil attacks. Further
trace-based simulation study demonstrates that the bTSE
can achieve high SRs and low SDs.
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